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Multilingual digital libraries face particular challenges� including character sets and their
encoding� machine translation� and cross language information retrieval� To meet the chal�
lenges and complexity of machine translation� research in computational linguistics has
moved more and more towards empirical approaches� following a trend set by speech recogni�
tion� where empirical approaches are clearly dominant� as well as in parsing� which is increas�
ingly based on statistical 
Collins� ���� Charniak� ����� and machine learning 
Hermjakob�
����� approaches� Building on initial research by 
Brown� ���� Berger� ������ two examples
of current statistical machine translation research are 
Knight� ����� and 
Ney� ������

While these approaches are often relatively language�independent in principle� they typi�
cally share the need for language speci�c training data for applications in speci�c languages�
Empirical parsing for example relies on treebanks� and machine translation on large par�
allel corpora 
and often even larger monolingual corpora for the target language�� Other
critical resources include monolingual lexicons and semantic ontologies� as well as extensive
dictionaries for multilingual applications�

This shows that Digital Libraries and Natural Language Processing can mutually bene�t
each other� Digital Libraries can clearly pro�t from machine translation� while various sub�
tasks of Natural Language Processing can greatly bene�t from resources such as bilingual
lexicons and parallel corpora� for which Digital Libraries are a natural repository� The size of
parallel corpora needs to be quite large� hundreds of thousands or even millions of sentences�
It is also desirable that these resources mirror application domains�

At the Natural Language Processing research group at the USC Information Sciences
Institute� we have pursued various applications of human language� including question an�
swering from the web 
WEBCLOPEDIA project�� machine translation 
GAZELLE� QuTE�
EGYPT projects�� automated text summarization 
SUMMARIST�� information retrieval
from web and text collections 
MuST�C�ST�RD�� and large ontologies of semantic 
mean�
ing� symbols 
SENSUS�� Most of the research had a multilingual focus� with various projects
covering English� Spanish� Japanese� Mandarin Chinese� Korean� Arabic� Bahasa Indonesian
and French� ISI�s current Webclopedia project� part of DARPA�s TIDES program� uses our
empirical NLP approaches to answer natural language questions with short 
�� �� byte� an�
swers from web documents� at �rst in English� and then with cross�language answer retrieval
at a later project stage�



As an example of adapting machine�learning based natural language techniques that were
initially developed for English� we ran a three�month three�person research project in �����
in which we annotated ���� sentences from the Korean newspaper Chosun and used the
resulting treebank to train a Korean parser� achieving word level parse accuracy of �����
recall and ����� precision� For initial pre�processing� the parser uses the KMA segmenter
and morphological analyzer and KTAG tagger provided by Prof� Rim of Korea University�
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Dr� Ulf Hermjakob is a senior research scientist at the Information Sciences Institute of the
University of Southern California� He has worked on machine�learning based deterministic
parsing for English� Japanese and Korean� on machine translation� and is currently also on
ISI�s Webclopedia project on question answering� Dr� Hermjakob obtained his Master�s in
Computer Science from the University of Karlsruhe in Germany and his Ph�D� 
����� from
the University of Texas at Austin with a thesis on �Learning Parse and Translation Decisions
From Examples With Rich Context��
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